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MADE IN ITALY

Our experience
makes the difference
ITALMAC® was founded in 2005. Commitment and determination have allowed the company to
achieve important goals over the years, thus becoming a worldwide reference point for the construction
of numerically controlled machining centers. The skills and knowledge acquired, as well as continuous
research, are the reasons for our success. The Italian branch of Minerbe is the beating heart of the
company, where design and assembly find in the synergy of its staff the ideal combination for the creation
of great solutions.
The solutions we offer arise from many years of experience in the industry, thus placing us among the
leading manufacturers of numerical control machines. We strongly believe in direct collaboration with
our customers and for this reason every request is carefully analyzed.
Ideas may take shape with Italmac, thanks to our innovative software and to a team of specialists who
designs and manufactures the final product. The monitoring of raw materials and careful planning
make Italmac an ideal commercial partner, able to offer guaranteed results from our highly customized
products.
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Anywhere,
with the
right solution
ITALY
(Headquarter
and Production Building)
Viale dell’Agricoltura, 79
37046 Minerbe
Verona (ITALY)
Voice: +39 045 7000123
Fax: +39 0457000571
sales@italmac.it
www.italmac.it
Training center & showroom
Viale del Lavoro, 1
37055 Ronco all’Adige
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ITALMAC
IN THE WORLD
ITALMAC USA INC
Italmac USA inc.
6 W. Franklin St
Bellbrook
Ohio 45305
www.italmac-usa.com
news@italmac-usa.com
ITALMAC ASIA
Megan Phoenix, KM 10
Off Jalan Cheras
56000 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
sales@italmac.it
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COMPLEMENTARY
MACHINES AND
MITER SAWS

MODEL

TEC

1.1 kW

ATA
L D

Copy router with vertical milling unit. Base in steel, suitable for
template or rebate milling operations on aluminum profiles.

130 kg

ICA

COPY ROUTER

700 x 560
x 1,660 mm

HN

M 100

4.0

D

8 mm
1,000
12,000 rpm

B
A

A - 400 mm
B - 125 mm
C - 190 mm

C
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MODEL

300 kg

ICA

1.5 kW

ATA
L D

Copy router with vertical milling unit and a 180° rotating floor.
Base and work surface in steel. Suitable for template or rebate
milling operations on aluminum profiles.
Adjustable spindle speed by inverter on the machine.
Adjustable rotating table for intermediate degrees.

1,490 x 1,330
x 1,690 mm

HN

COPY ROUTER

TEC

M 400

4.0

D

8 mm
1,000
12,000 rpm

B
A

A - 540 mm
B - 360 mm
C - 240 mm

C
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TEC

110 kg

ATA
L D

End milling machine for end milling applications on aluminum,
iron and PVC profiles. Equipped with device for a 45° right
and left milling.

4.0
380 x 840
x 1,230 mm

ICA

END MILLING MACHINE

HN

eM 100

MODEL

1.1 kW
D

140 mm
2,800 rpm
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ATA
L D
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ICA

Single head saw machine with manual or automatic down
strocking off the blade. Pivoting table. Tilt of the head from 90°
to 45° (Y axis) on the left. Device for manual locking at any
intermediate angle. Technical specifications: blade diameter
400mm, pneumatic lubrication, manual unit descent, manual
head tilt (Y axis), manual head rotation, intermediate degrees
when in manual, pneumatic vices.

4.0
700 x 600
x 1,500 mm

HN

MITER SAW

TEC

CM 400

MODEL

145 kg
2.25 kW
D

400 mm
2,800 rpm
From -45°
to +45°
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CM 450UP
ICA
ATA
L D
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HN

CM 450up is configured as an ascending miter saw for window
and door manufacturers with an excellent quality/price ratio.
Suitable for cutting aluminum and PVC profiles, it is equipped
with a 450 mm pneumatically operated blade, constant
lubrication of the cut, 2 vertical and 2 horizontal clamps for a
firm grip on the profile and is prepared for connection to the
chip suction system.
Able to cut profiles with cutting angles from -45°, 90°, +45°
with the possibility of positioning at intermediate degrees
from +70° to -70°. The cutting area is covered by an integral
guard to guarantee safety and the pneumatic opening allows
an easy recovery of the worked piece. CM 450up assures a
good cutting capacity and a quick and immediate use.

TEC

ASCENDING SINGLE-HEAD
MITER SAW

MODEL

900 x 810
x 1,330 mm

CUTTING DIAGRAM

180 kg

mm
140

1.5 kW

120

90°
D

45°

mm 100 60

4.0

0

450 mm
2,800 rpm

145

210 mm

From -45°
to +45°
2 vertical
+ 2 horizontal
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ATA
L D
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ICA

CM 550 is an automatic single-head cutting-off machine
with a 550 mm pneumatically driven blade.
The standard positions are -45°, 90°, +45° with the possibility
of positioning at intermediate degrees from +20° to -20°. The
control panel is simple and immediate, with a digital display
that allows the user to identify the degrees of inclination of
the cutting head. It has an integral guard which protects the
operator during machining and does not restrict visibility of
the cutting area.
CM 550 guarantees a large cutting capacity in a machine
always compact and quick to use.

HN

FRONTAL SINGLE-HEAD
MITER SAW

TEC

CM 550

CUTTING DIAGRAM

MODEL

900 x 810
x 1,330 mm

Y

mm

90°

340

180 kg
1.5 kW

45°

235

D

20°

123

4.0

450 mm
2,800 rpm
From -45°
to +45°

0

X
0

180 190 mm

2 horizontal
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MEN

AURA is an automatic ascending single-head cutting-off
machine equipped with a hydraulically driven 600 mm blade.
It allows precise 90° cutting in automatic cycle of industrial
aluminum profiles. AURA allows a clear increase in productivity
without the need for an operator on board the machine. Its
bridge clamps in the loading zone and in the cutting zone
guarantee extreme versatility in clamping the profiles, even
for the most particular geometries, while maintaining rapidity
in preparing the cylinders.
It can be fully controlled by a PC located on board the machine
with touch screen display to program single cuts or sequences
of cuts from local lists. Thanks to the USB port or via LAN it
is also possible to import remotely programmed cutting lists
which, together with the available options, configure AURA
as much more than a simple cutting-off machine.

PLE

CUTTING LINE 600

COM

AURA
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AURA
CUTTING LINE 600
MODEL

4.0

■ Configurable with inverter for
cutting speed adjustment.
■ Available in version with
adjustable clamps.
■ Designed for cutting bundles
of profiles.
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D

600 mm

X axis stroke

980 mm

Min. bar
length

20 mm

ATA
L D

■ Profile feed managed by
numerical control.

ICA

6 kW

STRENGTHS

HN

350 kg

TEC

2,166 x 1,200
x 1,682 mm

90°
2 vertical
+ 2 horizontal
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MEN

Immediacy and solidity. These are the two characteristics that
identify HERA. Ideal for cutting aluminium and PVC bars of
various lengths and thicknesses at a variety of angles.
HERA is a double-head miter saw machine with pneumatic
movement which allows cutting at angles from 90° to
45° outside with all intermediate degrees and is equipped
with a 450 mm blade. Safety is guaranteed thanks to the
pneumatic descent guards that protect the operator while
ensuring maximum visibility of the cutting area. The HERA
is also equipped with a convenient touch screen display on
the central control that allows you to manage all its functions
quickly. An electronic gauge for the thickness of the profile,
an intermediate support and an industrial label printer for
marking the profiles are available as an option.

PLE

DOUBLE-HEAD MITER SAW

COM

HERA
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HERA
DOUBLE-HEAD MITER SAW
CUTTING DIAGRAM

MODEL

TEC

Y

mm

HN

350

90°

AT
L D

250

45°

200

■ Practical, immediate and
ergonomic.
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■ In 4 and 5 meter versions to
suit production requirements.

■ Quick and intuitive control
thanks to the touch monitor.

6,950 x 1,400
x 1,650 mm

800 kg

900 kg

2,800 rpm - 50/60 Hz

100

Min. cutting
length

50

Max. cutting
length

X
0

50

100

150

mm

450 mm

D

A

STRENGTHS

5,950 x 1,400
x 1,650 mm

2.2 kW

150

0

5.0

ICA

300

4.0

310 mm
4,000 mm

5,000 mm
2+1

■ Multiple accessories
available for complete
customisation.
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MEN

KALIPSO is a simple and fast miter saw, which guides the
operator through his work thanks to an intuitive control
panel guaranteeing precise and safe work. The software
automatically manages all working modes such as minimum
cuts, oversize cuts, step-by-step cuts and can import cutting
lists. It can perform cuts at -45°, 90°, +45° and is equipped
with a pneumatic head drive, which can be equipped with
500 or 600 mm blades and intermediate profile support.
Produced in 4, 5 and 6 meter models with optional integral
cover, a fixed stop for short cuts, an unloading roller conveyor
on the left side and a label printer with integrated software.
KALIPSO is the perfect miter saw for the best cutting quality
and maximum versatility.

PLE

PNEUMATIC DOUBLE-HEAD
MITER SAW

COM

KALIPSO
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KALIPSO

MODEL

PNEUMATIC DOUBLE-HEAD
MITER SAW

4.0

5.0

6.0

5,700 x 1,700
x 1,900 mm

6,700 x 1,700
x 1,900 mm

7,700 x 1,700
x 1,900 mm

2,800 rpm - 50/60 Hz

CUTTING DIAGRAM

90°

300

300

200

200

150

150

100

100

50

50
X
0

50

Blade 500 mm

■ Immediate and versatile.
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■ Ideal for cutting aluminium
and PVC.

■ Can be equipped with
loading and unloading rollers.

■ Ability to perform cutting
lists by optimizing the bars.

100

45°

250

45°

150

mm

0

Max. cutting
length

4,010 mm

5,010 mm

6,010 mm

2+2
BLADE 500 mm

ATA
L D

250

STRENGTHS

90°

-45° / 90° / +45°

ICA

350

370
350

HN

Y

mm

0

TEC

Y

mm

1,800 kg

2,000 kg

2,200 kg

2.2 kW
Min. cutting
length

BLADE 600 mm

X
0

50

100

150

212

280 mm

mm

2,100 kg

Blade 600 mm

2,350 kg

2,580 kg

2.8 kW
Min. cutting
length

340 mm
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MEN

DAFNE is a complete, high-performance double-head miter
saw.
Available in versions of 4, 5 and 6 meters, all equipped with
blades of 500 or 600 mm with motorized drive to ensure
maximum freedom in the choice of cutting angle from -22.5°
up to +135 ° with maximum precision within each degree.
The mobile console allows maximum freedom of movement
for machining control and makes it suitable for Industry 4.0.
The clamping of the profile in position is ensured by the
pneumatic clamps and the blade guards slide sideways to
protect the operator in every cut.
DAFNE is the right choice for those who want the best from
a miter saw.

PLE

MOTORIZED DOUBLE-HEAD
MITER SAW

COM

DAFNE
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DAFNE

MODEL

MOTORISED DOUBLE-HEAD
MITER SAW

Y

370
350

5,700 x 1,700
x 1,900 mm

6,700 x 1,700
x 1,900 mm

7,700 x 1,700
x 1,900 mm

150
100

100

50

50
X
0

50

Blade 500 mm

■ Ability to perform cutting
lists by optimizing the bars.

100

22.5°

150

22.5°

150

mm

0

Max. cutting
length

4,010 mm

5,010 mm

6,010 mm

2+2
BLADE 500

ATA
L D

200

200

■ Can be equipped with
loading and unloading rollers.

45°

250

45°

From -22.5° to +135°

ICA

300

250

■ Motorised drive offers
maximum precision.

90°

HN

90°

300

0

TEC

350
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6.0

2.800 rpm - 50/60 Hz

Y

mm

■ Wide choice of cutting
angle.

5.0

CUTTING DIAGRAM
mm

STRENGTHS

4.0

1,800 kg

2,000 kg

2,200 kg

2.2 kW
Min. cutting
length

280 mm

X
0

50

100

150

212

BLADE 600

mm

2,100 kg

Blade 600 mm

2,350 kg

2,580 kg

2.8 kW
Min. cutting
length

340 mm
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MACHINING
CENTERS

ATENA
3+1 AXIS CNC

CHI
NIN
ENT
G C
ERS
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MA

ATENA perfectly sums up all the capabilities that a machining
center for the door and window industry should have.
This machine is equipped with a rotating table and 4 sturdy
clamps for handling steel, aluminum and PVC profiles. Created
to meet the needs of the window and door industry, with a
work unit of 130 x 130 mm that allows to manage profiles up to
6 meters, it has an electrically operated beam with a rotation
range from +90° to -90°. The central 5-position tool changer
contains both disc cutters and tools. This machine is suitable
for all production needs thanks to its complete tool assembly.
Its interface is easy and intuitive and comes equipped with an
Opera company software.
A length of only 4 meters together with an ergonomic cabin
that allows easy loading / unloading of the profiles are just
some of the features that make ATENA a perfect tool for
the window maker willing to make his work easier and more
productive.
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ATENA
3+1 AXIS CNC

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS
MODEL

4.0
4,500 x 1,450
x 2,000 mm
1,200 kg

■ Designed to work profiles up to
6 meters.
■ Easy and intuitive software
interface.

5 position tool
holder

ATA
L D

■ Equipped with a
4 kW electrospindle with
automatic quick change.

4

ICA

■ Load section of
130 x 130 mm.

1

HN

STRENGTHS

N. references
of zero

TEC

4 kW

Positioning of profiles

4,253 mm
340 mm
Extra long right profile

255 mm
X 40 m/min
Y 20 m/min
Z 20 m/min

Extra long left profile
42 INDUSTRIALSOLUTIONS&INNOVATION
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ARES
3 AXIS CNC
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MA

Versatile and complete 3-axis CNC. It has a large 8-position
magazine, with the possibility of being equipped with 2
additional positions for containing even large cutters.
ARES is full optional, equipped with cabin, tool changer,
automatic pliers and standard tools.
The ergonomic control panel requires little space, like the
entire machine which in just 6 m² allows you to carry out even
complex processes.
ARES, thanks to its special flange, allows the insertion of
adjustable angular heads for lateral processing and, again on
request, it can also be modified for the frontal processing of
profiles.
These peculiarities make ARES a versatile machine and a safe
choice for those who need a highly productive but at the same
time easy to use center.
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ARES
3 AXIS CNC

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS
MODEL

3.0
4,600 x 1,675
x 2,260 mm
1,800 kg

■ Easy-to-use software to speed
up processing.
■ Cabin, tool change, automatic
clamps and standard tools already
included.

8 positions tool
holder

ATA
L D

■ Side and front processing of
profiles. Optional 2-station extra
magazine for large cutters.

4

ICA

■ In just 6 m2, it produces
complex profiles and processes.

2 manuals

HN

STRENGTHS

N. references
of zero

TEC

4 kW

Positioning of profiles

3,450 mm
600 mm

Extra long right profile

265 mm
X 60 m/min
Y 60 m/min
Z 15 m/min

Extra long left profile
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ERMES
4 AXIS CNC
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MA

ERMES is an industrial machine designed for multiple
production processes, which can accurately respond to
different fields. It is a unique, reliable and profitable product,
designed to improve the work situation of those who use it.
Equipped with 6 automatic clamps and a high power electrospindle which, thanks to its 4th rotating axis, can work the
profile at any angle between -90° and +90°.
With its power of 5 kW and 24,000 rev/min, ERMES allows
to easily manage all production requirements.
The ergonomic control panel is compact, like the whole
machine which offers the operator easy access for loading/
unloading the piece.
The equipment is completed by an 12-position tool change.
The entire machine is managed by CNC, through the
ITALCAM CADCAM, a complete and flexible software
that guarantees geometric programming, 3D visualizations,
clamps optimization, STEP import, parametric programming,
work list from external management import and much more.
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ERMES
4 AXIS CNC

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS
MODEL

4.0
4,600 x 1,675
x 2,260 mm
1,800 kg

■ Innovative super compact
24,000 rpm HSK F50 spindle.
■ 4 interpolated axes that allow
you to work at any angle.

12 positions
tool holder

ATA
L D

■ Equipped with 6 fully
automatic clamps.

6

ICA

■ Compact and sturdy center.

2 manuals

HN

STRENGTHS

N. references
of zero

TEC

5 kW - HSKF50

Positioning of profiles

3,450 mm
600 mm

Extra long right profile

265 mm
X 80 m/min
Y 60 m/min
Z 30 m/min

Extra long left profile
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KRONOS
4 AXIS CNC
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Industrial machinery designed for multiple manufacturing
processes, able to carefully respond to different fields. For
this reason, different versions have been created, supplied
together with cabin, equipped with soundproofing or suction
systems.
Available versions of 11, 9, 7 and 4 meters and for those who
do not have much space we can supply the compact version
of only 3 meters.
The top-of-the-range version is equipped with a 450 mm
circular blade for cutting and end milling different types of
profiles, an exclusive solution created by Italmac.
Suitable for processing any type of material: KRONOS,
thanks to its simple and intuitive elements, allows you to
easily manage any production need.
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KRONOS

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS

MODEL

4 AXIS CNC

4.0

7.0

4,900 x 2,000
x 2,200 mm

8,900 x 2,000
x 2,200 mm

2,400 kg

3,400 kg

TEC
HN
ICA
ATA
L D

Positioning of profiles

6.6 kW
N. references
of zero

2 pneumatic

4 pneumatic

6

8

8 positions tool holder fixed
on the carriage
4,200 mm

7,200 mm

985 mm
490 mm

STRENGTHS

X 80 m/min · Y 60 m/min
Z 30 m/min

■ Load section of 320 x 230
mm, 8 positions, disc cutters,
taps and bevel drives.
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■ State-of- the-art 3D
program ideal for the window
sector.

■ 450 mm circular blade and
3 kW motor that allows you to
cut and end milling all kind of
profiles.

■ Available in a soundabsorbing cabin version with
suction system.

From -90° to +90°
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ULISSE
3-4 AXIS CNC
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ULISSE is the ideal machine for an industrial sector with
increasing demands. 4-axis CNC includes a large operating
area, the largest available in this sector, with a dimension of
700 x 300 mm. Available in the standard versions of 4, 7 and
9 meters, ULISSE can be extended up to 11 and 13.5 meters in
length. In all sizes it can be made in the version with or without
cabin with single or double work area. Special versions of this
machine have been created for the processing of fiberglass,
steel and all materials that can be machined with cutters.
The tools are cooled with emulsified oil by means of pumps
placed on the mobile carriage, but on request it can also be
performed by a water-oil unit with a recycling pump.
ULISSE is an extremely versatile machine, it can be equipped
with vacuum maintenance cabins complete with treated guides
and dedicated components. Able to perform heavy work on
steel, machining for the aeronautical sector or for particular
materials that can be exposed to temperature variations. This
machine is also available in larger sizes, to be able to process
sandwich panels and PVC panels, complete with a clamping
of 1,100 mm and rollers for supporting the profiles.
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ULISSE

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS

3-4 AXIS CNC

MODEL

TEC
HN
ICA
AT
L D
A

Positioning of profiles

N. references
of zero

4.0

7.0

9.0

6,300 x 3,100
x 2,400 mm

9,300 x 3,100
x 2,400 mm

11,300 x 3,100
x 2,400 mm

2,800 kg

4,400 kg

5,200 kg

6.6 kW

13 kW

2 pneumatic

4 pneumatic

4
automatic

8
automatic

10
automatic

8 positions tool holders fixed on the carriage
(expandable up to 30)
4,420 mm

7,420 mm

9,420 mm

1,140 mm
490 mm

STRENGTHS

■ Length from 4 to 13 meters,
with single or double loading
area.
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■ Maximum load section
700 x 12,000 mm.

■ Powerful 500 mm blade
that can be equipped with a
3 kW spindle.

■ Ideal for processing
sectional panels, sandwich
panels and PVC.

X 80 m/min · Y 60 m/min · Z 30 m/min
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PEGASO
5 AXIS CNC
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Particularly suitable for light industry and suitable for
machining steel, aluminum and alloys. Provided with a wide
range of 8, 12 and 16 kW electrospindles, high performance
clamps with automatic movement through the carriage or
through the quick rearrangement of the loading surface.
Available in 4, 7, 9, 11 and 13 meter versions also with double
clamping and with supports for angular heads indicated for
specific processes. Its basic tool change includes 15 positions,
but on request it can be extended up to 30.
The machinable section of 300 x 640 mm allows a wide range
of operations to satisfy every need. Among its outstanding
features, PEGASO includes: a 400 mm blade and a tool
blade that can be combined with the 500 mm accessory
blade assembly. PEGASO is perfect for facades, construction
profiles, automotive industry, lighting engineering, railway
sector and all light industries in general.
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PEGASO

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS

MODEL

5 AXIS CNC

7.0

9.0

6,800 x 3,100
x 2,500 mm

9,800 x 3,100
x 2,500 mm

11,800 x 3,100
x 2,500 mm

3,200 kg

4,300 kg

5,400 kg

10 o 12 kW

TEC

N. references
of zero

HN
ICA
AT
L D
A

Positioning of profiles

4.0

2 pneumatic
6
automatic

4 pneumatic
8
automatic

10
automatic

15 positions tool holder fixed on the carriage
(expandable up to 30)
4,470 mm

7,470 mm

9,470 mm

1,325 mm
600 mm
X 100 m/min · Y 60 m/min · Z 30 m/min

STRENGTHS

■ Electrospindles of different
power of 8, 12 and 16 kW.
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■ Machinable section of
300 x 640 mm, ideal for light
industrial machining.

■ 500 mm saw blade in fixed
90° version and mobile for
sectioning also vertically.

■ 400 mm tool blade ideal
for facades, construction
profiles, automotive, railway
and lighting industries.

From -120° to +120°
From -240° to +240°
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ZEUS
5 AXIS CNC
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ZEUS is a robust and precise machining center, mainly used
for the railway, automotive, aerospace and transport industries
in general. With its rigidity, it allows you to easily work steel
and have a diversified application in various sectors. ZEUS is
equipped with a heavy base made up of a woven frame and
is available in 4, 7, 9 or 11 meters versions, with or without
cabin. Special versions have been created such as the one
dedicated to tensile structures: in this case, a solution with
rollers and angular heads is offered allowing the work on all six
sides of the profile. A large mobile carriage allows an accuracy
starting from 0.07 mm with a machinable section from 400
mm to 680 mm. The intuitive CADCAM is the tool designed
by ITALMAC specifically for this category of machines,
which allows the customer to have access to all available
technologies. In fact, ZEUS is able to connect with any CAD,
and at the same time provides the ERP software with the
information necessary to organize and plan production. ZEUS
means having power under control.
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ZEUS

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS

MODEL

5 AXIS CNC

7.0

9.0

7,900 x 3,150
x 3,100 mm

10,900 x 3,150
x 3,100 mm

15,000 x 3,700
x 3,300 mm

5,500 kg

7,000 kg

8,600 kg

10, 12, 16 o 22 kW

TEC

N. references
of zero

HN
ICA
AT
L D
A

Positioning of profiles

4.0

2 pneumatic
4
automatic

4 pneumatic
8
automatic

10
automatic

15 positions tool holder fixed on the carriage
(expandable up to 30)
5,450 mm

8,300 mm

10,250 mm

1,550 mm
790 mm
X 100 m/min · Y 65 m/min · Z 40 m/min

STRENGTHS

■ Perfect for rail,
transportation, aerospace,
electrical pipelines and tensile
structures.
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■ Effective cooling system
that allows quick processing.

■ Internal magazine including
30 positions with saw blades
from 500 to 800 mm for
large sections.

■ Intuitive and dedicated
software for use in the
industrial and automotive
sectors.

From -120° to +120°
From -240° to +240°
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THOR
5 AXIS CNC

CHI
NIN
ENT
G C
ERS
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MA

THOR is the largest machining center on the market,
dedicated to heavy operations with a machinable section of
450 x 550 mm. Available in 4, 9, 11 meters versions, it is
particularly suitable for working steel and aluminum. Provided
with powerful 20, 24 or 30 kW electrospindles, both
asynchronous and synchronous, which guarantee maximum
efficiency thanks to the liquid cooling system. The machine
can be placed in the medium-heavy industrial sector. With
this machining center, Italmac finds its place in the most
performing mechanical workshops. THOR is a rigid center
with a gantry structure with play recovery and hydraulically
closing clamps, which guarantee a secure grip. It is also
equipped with: a tilting head which, thanks to its hydraulic
brakes, guarantees rigidity during machining, a tool change
from 15 to 30 positions, an automatic tool feeler and a belt
for evacuating metal chips. The cooled electrical panel, kept
at a constant temperature and the sturdy mobile console give
this center those extra elements to stand out.
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THOR

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS

MODEL

5 AXIS CNC

9.0

11.0

7,900 x 3,150
x 3,100 mm

10,800 x 3,150
x 3,100 mm

14,800 x 3,700
x 3,300 mm

8,500 kg

9,800 kg

11,400 kg

20, 24 o 30 kW

TEC

N. references
of zero

HN
ICA
AT
L D
A

Positioning of profiles

4.0

2 pneumatic
8
automatic

4 pneumatic
10
automatic

12
automatic

15 positions tool holder fixed on the carriage
(expandable up to 30)
5,450 mm

8,300 mm

10,250 mm

1,550 mm
790 mm
X 60 m/min · Y 60 m/min · Z 40 m/min

STRENGTHS

■ For medium and heavy
industry, suitable for iron, steel
and aluminum processing.
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■ Electrospindles very
powerful both asynchronous
and synchronous with a power
of 20, 24 and 30 kW.

■ Imposing machining center
that allows for stability and
firmness in machining.

■ Workable section of
450 x 550 mm.

From -120° to +120°
From -240° to +240°
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MACHINES
FOR SPECIFIC
PROCESSES

POSEIDONE
OR
ES F
SPE
CIF
ES
ESS
ROC
IC P
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HIN

POSEIDONE is a machining centre designed for machining
composite panels with aluminium, light alloys, PVC and plastic
materials in general.
It is available in several versions: 1500x3000, 1650x4000,
1650x6000, 2000x4000 and 2000x8000 mm. All
versions offer management of the work areas in different
zones thanks to special vacuum valves with a pump of 500
sq.m./h that can reach up to 1,500 sq.m./h and an 8-position
automatic tool changer.
Its versatility allows milling and threading of profiles, thanks to
its customisable worktable with supports capable of holding
the workpieces firmly in position for machining.
POSEIDONE is equipped with Italmac CadCam so that all
the .dxf machining files and every geometric figure can be
imported into the machine, thus allowing maximum versatility
and user-friendliness.

MAC

3 AXIS CNC
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POSEIDONE
3 AXIS CNC

TEC
HN

4.0

Available
versions

1,500 x 3,000 mm
1,650 x 4,000 mm
1,650 x 6,000 mm
2,000 x 4,000 mm
2,000 x 8,000 mm

ICA

MODEL

AT
L D

6.6 kW
2 x 5.5 kW

Precision

0.1 mm

A

Vacuum
pump

8-positions
tool holder
Maximum
number of
zones

STRENGTHS

■ Interpolation up to
40 m/min.
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■ Dedicated nesting program
for importing parts to be
manufactured.

■ Can be equipped with
specific clamps for machining
panels and profiles.

2

■ Optional additional
8-position tool changer
on the carriage.
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OR
ES F

The TITANIO is a robust machining centre with a maximum
loading section of 300 x 2,600 mm. Perfect for machining
large aluminium profiles, its large table allows multiple loading.
This CNC stands out in the automotive and industrial sectors
thanks to its ability to machine multiple parts with a powerful
13 kW spindle. One of the Titanio’s outstanding features is its
500 mm blade with a 4 kW motor equipped for sectioning
loaded profiles.

HIN

4 AXIS CNC

MAC

TITANIO
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TITANIO
4 AXIS CNC
MODEL

4.0

TEC

6,000 x 3,100
x 1,900 mm

HN

4,500 kg

ICA

13 kW

AT
L D

Blade motor
power

A

D

4 kW
500 mm
2,800 rpm
50/60 Hz
From 6 to 10

Maximum
load section

STRENGTHS

■ Customisable according to
customer requirements.
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■ Equipped with 500 mm
sizing blade.

■ Powerful 13 kW liquid
cooled spindle.

300 x 2.600 mm

■ Large loading capacity and
versatility.
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OR
ES F

The WL-E machining center was designed by Italmac to
perform milling operations on the heads of PVC profiles.
In this way it is possible to obtain a coupling of the corner of
the frame with a 90° joint and it also has the advantage of
making cleaning on this side unnecessary since the joint is
finished after processing.
The equipment is completed by an automatic tool changer
with 26 positions on the rear side that can be completely
closed to protect the tools during the machining phase.

HIN

3 AXIS CNC

MAC

WL-E
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WL-E
3 AXIS CNC
MODELLO

4.0

2
26

■ Complete with roller conveyors
for supporting profiles.

1 + 1 motorized

■ Large tool magazine.

Standard roller
conveyors

1 + 1 motorized

■ Equipped with barcode reader
installed on the console.

Dedicated
barcode reading
program

Included
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ATA
L D

■ Compact machine ideal for
working on PVC.

N° references
of zero

ICA

STRENGTHS

8 kW

HN

1,900 kg

TEC

2,400 x 2,200
x 2,300 mm
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OR
ES F

Extremely compact CNC, designed to machine small parts
quickly and efficiently. With a cross section of 80 x 150 mm
and a working area from 350 to 450 mm, ADE allows 3-axis
machining with virtually no downtime. Available in single or
dual spindle versions for machining even the lower part of the
profile, both are equipped with a 450 mm rising blade for 90°
cutting. The ADE is also equipped with a provision for swarf
extraction and access to the work area is guaranteed by a large
door that ensures maximum visibility. Thanks to the loading
rollers that can support the profiles being processed and a
program that manages production batches, ADE guarantees
the continuity of the production cycle.

HIN

3+1 AXIS CNC

MAC

ADE
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ADE
3+1 AXIS CNC
MODEL

4.0

TEC

1,675 x 1,675
x 2,260 mm

HN
ICA

1,500 kg

AT
L D

4.5 kW
Blade motor
power

3.5 kw

A
D

450 mm
2,800 rpm
50/60 Hz
1 horizontal

STRENGTHS

■ Automatic bar feed.
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■ Fast and accurate for small
parts.

■ Dedicated program for
batch management and piece
counting.

■ Prepared for the addition
of a bar charger.
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IRON LINE

IRONCUT
DOUBLE HEAD MITRE SAW

INE
N L
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IRO

IRONCUT is a double-head vertical mitre saw machine with
blades descending on vertical guides. The left head is fixed
while the right one is mobile and moved by numerical control.
IRONCUT is configured as the perfect entry into the world
of professional processing of iron, ensuring a precise and
effective cut thanks to a lubrication and cooling of the blades
through two micropumps.
Equipped with oleo-pneumatic clamps for the correct
positioning of the piece, it is accompanied by an easy and
intuitive software provided by Italmac that allows any type of
working even to the less experienced.
Designed to make even the most complex cuts easy,
IRONCUT is the right choice for those who want to improve
the quality of their work.
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IRONCUT

CUTTING SECTIONS
MODEL

DOUBLE HEAD MITRE SAW

4.0
8,450 x 1,450
x 2,050 mm
2,800 kg

TEC

Ø 370

105

8

Motor RPM

ICA

90°

HN

BLADE

3+3 kW - 400 V

45° - 90° - 135°
fixed bars

ATA
L D

140

2+2 (automatic)

■ Maximum useful cutting
length of 4,000 mm.
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■ 4 pneumatic clamps, 2 for
each cutting head.

■ 370 mm blade suitable for
steel tubes.

■ Blade cleaning by
integrated brushes.

105

STRENGTHS

8

D

120

BLADE

45°

50 - 150 rpm

d

370 mm

Mobile profile support
length DX

2,500 mm

Left profile fixed
support length

1,000 mm

Max useful
cutting length

4,000 mm

Min useful
cutting length

520 mm
(340 mm) - (0 mm)
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IRONTURN
3+1 AXIS CNC

INE
N L
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IRO

IRONTURN is configured as the most compact machining
center dedicated to ironworking. Despite its size it can handle
profiles up to 6 meters with a maximum section of 130 x
130 mm. Suitable for those who want to obtain professional
workings, it is equipped with a central tilting beam with
pneumatic movement and a rotation range from -90°, 0°,
+90°. IRONTURN is completed by a 5-position central
automatic magazine, 4 sturdy vices, a double lubrication
system (microdrop + water) and an extractable drainage tank
for easy disposal of scraps.
Thanks to its simplicity of use and compactness IRONTURN
is perfect for small carpentry and window and door frame
sector.
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IRONTURN
3+1 AXIS CNC

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS
MODEL

4.0
4,500 x 1,450
x 2,000 mm
1,200 kg

■ Possibility of machining profiles
longer than the length of the
basement.
■ Able to perform Flowdrill
machining.

5 positions
tool holder

ATA
L D

■ 4 vices to guarantee solidity in
processing.

4

ICA

■ Powerful ISO30 6.6 kW spindle
for drilling and milling iron profiles.

1

HN

STRENGTHS

N. references
of zero

TEC

8.5 kW

Positioning of profiles

4,253 mm
340 mm
Extra long right profile

255 mm
X 40 m/min
Y 20 m/min
Z 20 m/min

Extra long left profile
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IRONMILL
4 AXIS CNC

INE
N L
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IRO

IRONMILL was born from the need of the iron working
sector for a performing and automatic machine, able to
perform complex workings, with x, y and z interpolation and
completely managed by numerical control. Conceived from
Italmac’s experience, this 4-axis cnc is able to work iron
profiles up to 6 mm thick.
Its cabin, studied to keep it compact, allows acoustic isolation
and complete protection of the operator. Thanks to the wide
loading door the positioning of the profile is easy.
The speed and precision that IRONMILL allows have no
comparison. It certainly stands out for performance and
versatility on its field. Equipped with a vast tool magazine with
12 positions and 4 innovative clamps that allow you to make
the most of the working profits, it is configured as a product
that can make the difference.
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IRONMILL
4 AXIS CNC

MAXIMUM WORKABLE
DIMENSIONS
MODEL

4.0
4,600 x 1,675
x 2,260 mm
2,400 kg

■ Water lubricated spindle with
collection tank.
■ Capable of performing Flowdrill
with 4-axis interpolation.

12 positions
tool holder

ATA
L D

■ Possibility of machining profiles
longer than the length of the
basement.

4

ICA

■ Compact and powerful, ideal
for ironworking.

2 automatic

HN

STRENGTHS

No. of zero
references

TEC

5.6 kW

Positioning of profiles

4,000 mm
680 mm
Extra long right profile

450 mm
X 80 m/min
Y 60 m/min
Z 40 m/min

Extra long left profile
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IRONLINE
AUTOMATIC CUTTING LINE

INE
N L
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IRO

Conceived from Italmac’s experience, IRONLINE is a cutting
line dedicated to iron. Equipped with a 370 mm blade, a wide
loading table and an automatic unloading table. IRONLINE
has been designed to meet the need for speed and increased
production capacity while minimizing downtime. For these
reasons, the loading platform favors ergonomics and allows to
load up to 8 profiles simultaneously.
An automatic arm advances and positions the profile which,
after being cut, proceeds to the automatic unloading bench
to be quickly picked up.
IRONLINE allows an optimization of cuts, equipped with
a blade with adjustable rotation speed with self-cleaning
brushes and is suitable for Industry 4.0 requirements.
Perfect for those who need to process bars in series and
require high standards of productivity and efficiency.
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IRONLINE
AUTOMATIC CUTTING LINE

MODEL

CUTTING SECTION

4.0
14,400 x 3,800
x 1,800 mm
5,400 kg

TEC
HN
ICA
ATA
L D

Ø 370

STRENGTHS

105

8

BLADE

140
■ Ensures high production
standards.
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■ Its configuration allows for
continuous processing.

■ Ergonomics guaranteed
thanks to the comfortable
loading/unloading benches.

■ Up to 8 loadable profiles.

90°

3 kW - 400 V
Motor RPM
D

d

50 - 150 rpm
370 mm
90°

No. of loadable bars

8

Unloading bench
dimensions

3,000 mm

Loading bench
dimensions

7,000 mm

Max loadable
profile length

6,500 mm

Min loadable
profile length

1,000 mm
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LOGISTICS

P-AT
2000

mt-1ms
(2ms)

MODEL

P-AT 2000

Height

855 - 1,000 mm

WORK TABLE

Width

1,300 mm

WORK TABLE

Table’s top is lined with polyamid or brush slat.
It has supports with a possibility of height
regulation of whole table in scope 150 mm.
Easy assembling on optymized parts.

Length

2,000 mm

Weight

90 kg

Carrying capacity

250 kg

Equipped with a 230 or 400 V power supply.
Equipped with 20 230 V sockets. Equipped
with 4 pneumatic connections. Table cladding
- a top made of a waterproof board covered as
standard grooved carpet. Lighting - 2 x LED
70W hermetic lamp.

P-AT
3000 VR

MODEL

P-AT 3000 VR

Height

855 - 1,000 mm

WORK TABLE

Width

1,300 mm

Table top lined with a roller strip. Includes
adjustable supports height for the entire table
in the range of 150 mm.
5 rows of rolls and 2 pcs - set.

Length

3,000 mm

Weight

90 kg

Carrying capacity

250 kg
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P-SMT-E
300
TILTING TABLE FOR
ASSEMBLING WINDOWS
BLINDS
Pneumatic control with hydroregulation for
smooth table’s tilt in scope 0 - 80°. 2 cylinders
for tilting table, another 2 for conveyor’s
lifting up and another 3 for regulation of
working top’s level. Regulated shelf with 2
four-positioning revolver supports. Extended
carrying capacity.

MODEL

MT-1MS (2MS)

Table top height

1,090 mm

Weight

200 kg

Carrying capacity

100 kg

Dimensions

1,500 x 2,600
x 2,230 mm

MODEL

P-SMT-E 300

Height

2,900 mm

Width

1,790 - 2,790
mm

Length

3,010 mm

Height robocza

980 - 1,000 mm

Working range

1,385 x 2,385
mm

Weight

650 kg

Carrying capacity

300 kg
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P-PSW
1600
PROFILE TROLLEY
Assured optimal transport of cut profiles, of
transport a big sum of profiles, because of
partition’s dense scale. Partitions are covered
by protecting shell against profiles damages.
Very reflexive because of 4 turning wheels
(2 wheels with brake).

P-PSW
2000
PROFILE TROLLEY
Partitions are covered by protecting shell
against profiles damages.
Very reflexive because of 4 turning wheels
(2 wheels with brake).
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MODEL

P-PSW 1600

Dimensions

850 x 1,784
x 2,120 mm

Partitions

26

Partition’s deploy

105 mm

Partition’s depth

380 mm

Weight

80 kg

Shelf carrying
cap

12 kg

MODEL
Dimensions

P-PSW 2000
850 x 2,050
x 2,200 mm

Weight

80 kg

Carrying capacity

300 kg

Shelf carrying
cap

300 x 350 mm

P-pwl
2000 s
TROLLEY FOR TRANSPORT
AND COMPLETING OF CUT
PROFILES
It’s making transport of window elements
easier. It has pockets for wastes. Partitions are
covered by protecting shell against profiles
damages. Very reflexive because of 4 turning
wheels (2 wheels with brake). Vertically and
horizontally moveable partitions.

P-FL 800
CUT-TO-MEASURE TROLLEY
Very reflexive because of 4 turning wheels
(2 wheels with brake). Easy relocating because
of light construction. Possibility of nonstep
regulation of partitions partitions.

MODEL

P-PWL 2000 S

Dimensions

820 x 2,000
x 1,920 mm

Partitions

18

Carrying capacity

320 kg

Partition’s height

1,615 mm

Partition’s depth

90 mm

Weight

130 kg

MODEL

P-FL 800

Dimensions

600 x 840
x 960 mm

Partitions

8

Carrying capacity

300 kg

Partition’s height

740 mm

Partition’s dim.

180 x 275 mm

Weight

35 kg
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p-rf
13/11
COMPARTMENT TROLLEY
Each of 5 partitions are covered by protecting
shell - it protects profiles before damages.
Very reflexive because of 4 turning wheels (2
wheels with brake). Easy relocating thanks for
light construction.

p-hs
10.1
GASKET TROLLEY
Two-reels trolley for gaskets. Individually
regulated mounting system. Very reflexive
because of 4 turning wheels (2 wheels with
brake). Mounting reels on slide bearings.
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MODEL

P-RF 13/11

Dimensions

1,100 x 1,300
x 1,385 mm

Partitions

11

Partition’s width

96 mm

Partition’s depth

1,150 mm

Weight

50 kg

Carrying capacity

350 kg

MODEL

P-HS 10.1

Dimensions

606 x 640
x 900 mm

Weight

21 kg

Reels

2

Carrying capacity

45 kg

P-pwlw
2000
TROLLEY FOR
TRANSPORTING OF VERTICAL
REINFORCEMENTS
To transport and storage cut steel
reinforcements. Very reflexivebecause of
4 turning wheels (2 wheels with brake).
Easy trolley’s relocation because of light
construction. Possibility of non-stepping
regulaion of binders position.

p-rs
2400 D
TROLLEY FOR VERTICAL
TRANSPORT OF WINDOWS
Transport, collecting and storage of windows
(ready products). Table’s step is covered by
thick wooden slats. Fired galvanized. It has
handles under safe belts. Possibility of rubber
lining.

MODEL

P-PWLW 2000

Dimensions

800 x 1,800
x 1,800 mm

Partitions

40

Carrying capacity

340 kg

Partition’s height

1,550 mm

Partition’s deploy

77 mm

Weight

103 kg

MODEL

P-RS 2400 D

Dimensions

1,200 x 2,400
x 2,000 mm

Loading height

1,825 mm

Loading depth

940 mm

Weight

215 kg

Carrying capacity

1,250 kg
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P-STH
3000 SK
HORIZONTAL VERTICAL PIVOT TABLE
Brings the window element to the selected working position from horizontal to vertical
or vice versa. Can be used as an introduction to the glazing line. Table cladding made of
polyamide, brush strip or felt. Stepless slope to the ground in the range from 0°- 80°
through a set of pneumatic actuators controlled by a foot valve. Steel transport rollers.
Pneumatically lowered and raised roller conveyor. Possibility of moving on rails: equipped
with steel, flanged wheels. Pneumatic brakes blocking the position in fixed places.
Possibility to raise the table top in a vertical position 0-500 mm.

P-KV
2800
CHECKING AND GLAZING
UNIT
Unit for checking and glazing of windows
with dimensions 2800x2200 mm. Has 2
pneumatic boards: support one and calmping
one. Solid and hard construction. Frame
handle with gauge 70 - 100 mm. Unit
construction enables exact level of unit.
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MODEL

P-STH 3000 SK

Dimensions

2,200 x 3,000
x 975 mm

Vert. height
adjustment

0 - 500 mm

Weight

600 kg

Carrying capacity

150 kg

MODEL

P-KV 2800

Dimensions

875 x 3,950
x 2,545 mm

Work length

2,800 mm

Weight

560 kg

Carrying capacity

250 kg

P-FFL
80/G1
ONE-SIDED STORAGE
MAGAZINE FOR MANUAL
SORTING OF GLASS COMPLEX

MODEL

P-FFL 80/G1

Dimensions

8,700 x 14,000
x 3,340 mm

Partition’s dim.

70 x 2,146 mm

MODEL

P-SMWT

Dimensions

830 x 605
x 1,030 mm

Weight

60 kg/szt.

Carrying capacity

200 kg

Destined for 80 glass packages. Partition width 70 mm on glass packages to gauge 60
mm. Sorting system for complex glass loading and unloading with manual positioning and
shiftingand with pnuematic tilting angle regulation. Set of guide system. Two horizontal
roller feeders, type P-RV.27.3/G. Chamber for glass - tilted under the angle 2° in regard
to basis. Lower rolls from moulded polyamid Ø36 mm, width 60 mm and deploy 85 mm.
In vertical plane Blickle wheels Ø50 mm covered by thermoplastic plastics. Loading glass
under the angle 10° from roller feeder. Unloading glass under the angle 2° to storage
stillage – position changing with help of pneumatic cylinders. Shifting glass system allows
to shift glass to outside of magazine’s edge. Width of whole set approx. 8,7 m., length
approx. 13 m. It is not a storage magazine for complex glass.

P-SMWT
HS TRANSPORT TROLLEY
A set of 2 P-SMWT trolleys improves the
taking off of the finished product from the
P-SMHS table and its transport. Trolleys
equipped with manual drive with an easier
gear elevation of the product. A set of 3
steering wheels for easy maneuvering.
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VEX-M3

VAC-M3

INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANERS FOR METAL
& PVC CHIPS

INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANERS FOR CHIP
ON CNC ROUTER

Able to satisfy all the suction needs on machine tools in the extrusion
world by combining the use of robust materials, the great construction
care and the attention given to the design. These excellent systems are
used alongisde double-head saws or automatic cutting centers with a high
production of chips and dust.

Ideal for collecting chips in large CNC machines. Thanks to the powerful
side channel blowers and the large chip collector (160lt), the iV3 FLAT
line vacuum cleaners are ideal for the maintenance and cleaning of large
machining centers with high production of scraps, shavings and dust.

STANDARD BASIC SUPPLY

■ Side channel blower (power from 5.5Kw)
■ Completely steel structure
■ Non-marking swivel wheels with parking brake
■ M class polyester bag filter (stops 99.9% of the sucked particles)
■ Detachable container with wheels
■ Container capacity 160 liters
■ External exhaust with silencer
■ Pneumatic filter shaker
■ Use and maintenance manual
■ C.E. certification
■ Motor overload protector
■ Electric cable 8 mt

■ High flow centrifugal fans up to 4400 m³/h
■ Completely steel structure
■ Non-marking swivel wheels with parking brake
■ M class polyester bag filter (stops 99.9% of the sucked particles)
■ Detachable container with wheels
■ Container capacity 160 liters
■ External exhaust with silencer
■ Pneumatic filter shaker
■ Use and maintenance manual
■ C.E. certification
■ Motor overload protector
■ Electric cable 8 mt
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STANDARD BASIC SUPPLY
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SOFTWARE

ITALMAC
SOFTWARE
ITAL-CAM · OPERA · UNI-LINK

RE
M P
VIE
WS
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Design
Design
Design
Design

GRA

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

PRO

Software choice is nowadays a fundamental requirement
in the purchase of a product for production. Connectivity,
control and dynamism are the cornerstones of any software
choice. In this sense, ITALMAC has always had control over
the management of all the software produced and supplied
to its customers, offering immediate assistance and support
for all new developments and customizations related to
companies fickleness and challenges, ensuring efficiency and
profitability to the companies.
ITALMAC offers a multi-level software package to meet the
multiple needs of its customers, by cooperating with software
houses dedicated to specific industrial fields. Machining
centers, miter saws, lines, semi-automatic machines, special
machines, all connected through a single sharing system.

Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Production
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ITAL-CAM
Since 2008 ITALMAC technicians, with a long experience in the
industrial sector, have studied a simple and intuitive 3D software that
is able to connect and handle all the ITALMAC machines. ITAL-CAM
is a software that allows to reach multiple sectors thanks to its specific
functions dedicated to different application fields. Applications such
as STEP import, geometric profile import, 5 axis machining, cutting
blades handling, writing through the use of specific Fonts and a lot more
are included in the standard functions of this versatile and intuitive
program. “Simplicity of usage” was the priority in the creating process
of this software that, with only 3 steps and with the help of an advanced
3D environment, is able to handle both design and programming of
the machine. An application which allows to control different kinds of
machines from a single interface. ITAL-CAM is the perfect example of
connectivity, which is fundamental in this moment, thanks to its dedicated
software driver for a remote connection with third party applications.

OPERA
A SUITE OF PROGRAMS
OPERA ORDERS MANAGEMENT
A complete and versatile solution to control every step of the production
process of doors and windows in aluminum, PVC and wood. Easy to
use, it can be connected to every machine.
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OPERA ORDERS MANAGEMENT
A complete and versatile solution to control every step of the production
process of doors and windows in aluminum, PVC and wood. Easy to
use, it can be connected to every machine.
OPERA SPRINT LABEL
Your work at your fingertips...
A cut workstation’s assistant integrated with Opera Orders
Management which allows to optimise the lists of cuts coming from
the office, to manage the excerpts warehouse and to print personalised
graphic labels with barcodes for the working center.
OPERA CAM
The three-dimensional CAD/CAM integrated with Opera Orders
Management, to be installed in the working center. It allows to automate
the productive process with the use of barcodes.
OPERA ACCOUNTABILITY MANAGEMENT
The efficient solution to manage and print sales documents, deadlines
and the rough drafts. It’s connected with Opera Orders Management
to import the informations.
OPERA INFO POINT
It provides updated informations directly to the production operator,
during different steps of the construction of doors and windows.
Furthermore, it allows to print CE labels to apply on the product once
completed.
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UNI-LINK

UNI_LINK IS AN INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE PLATFORM
TO AUTOMATE THE PRODUCTION, IN THE EXTRUDED
ALUMINIUM AND IN THE LIGHTWEIGHT STEEL PROFILES
INDUSTRIES.
Its first goal is to be a universal CAM environment, which allows to
create macro libraries in a user-friendly way, for operations on working
centers independently from the machine. Secondly, it offers a powerful
production list editor, which manages all your production lists and
convert them to all the machines of your choice. Uni_Link is a strong
software which manages all your automated tasks. Over 1000 users all
over Europe have already relied on our software and benefit from the
simple but powerful features which make of the production automation
a simple task.
MACRO
This is the CAM section of the Uni_Link platform.
It is the first vector completely based on CAM software, suited for
profile working centers currently on the market. The program consists
of a 3D orthogonal system with a 3D visualisation, unlike other CAM
available on the market that are composed of several 2D surfaces, with
their own coordinate systems. With Macro it is possible to create a
Macro Library in a very short time. When very complex libraries have
to be built, the SMART VECTOR option provides extreme powerful
features, to build and manage large macro libraries. This feature is
developed for companies that produce and use different profiles.
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SCRATCH MANAGEMENT
It is possible to identify damaged spots on the profile bars. With this
information the list is optimised to cut out he damaged parts.
DATA IMPORT
The production lists can be imported from every possible source. Uni_
Link is compatible with all the construction software for the doors and
windows industry. Every data source has its own driver.
STEP FILE IMPORT
It is possible to convert drawings from solid program such as Invertor or
Solidworks. On top of it, an intelligent device interprets and modifies
the data following given orders.
DSTV IMPORT
A converter reads this old but still frequently used format, which is used
to describe profiles with operations.
LIST
This part allows to manage the productions lists. It is possible to create
a production list starting from identified scratches, and to import lists
from any source, such as construction software, ERP, 3D Solids,
Product Builder etc…
These lists can be edited, merged, split, optimised, managed in all
possible ways. Finally, they can be exported to any machine.
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CONFIGURATION
All the machines integrated in the production of a company have
a configuration file on the Uni_Link platform. During the export,
the production list is adapted to the specifications of the machine
configuration file. The position of the profile (rotation, mirroring)
is taken into consideration, a filter is applied (which regulates which
profiles are allowed on the machine) and the tools available are assigned
to the operations on the pieces on the production list. This allows a
thorough and complete machine management. All the imports can
be configured, to allow perfect coordination and management in the
data flow. Virtual machines can be created through special filters and
tasks. Uni_Link’ s strongest features is the fact that everything is highly
configurable.
TOOL ASSIGNMENT
The operations that need to be performed on the pieces in a production
list do not contain any tool information. When a list is exported to a
certain machine, an automatic tool assignment is applied. This means
that all the operations are checked and compared to the tools used for
this machine, taking into consideration that most of the tools are taken
without too many tool changes.
ANTI COLLISION
When the tool-assignment is applied, a graphical anti-collision is
automatically performed, to prevent any crush between the toolholder
and the profile. In this way, it’s possible to verify directly from the office
whether a machine is able to run an operation avoiding collisions, and
to determine the tool’s ideal dimensions before starting the machining.
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MACRO PRINT
This function allows to have a printout of a profile with its operations on
paper or in a DXF file. The drawing can be opened in a CAD software
and used for other applications.
PRODUCT BUILDER
This new Uni_Link software allows to create production lists of
parametric models, such as fire doors, sun protections, balustrades,
conservatories…basically models that are made on a regular basis can
be created using different parameters (for example, the dimensions).
Being models based on a powerful scripting language, the possibilities
of this software are basically unlimited. It’s possible to make drawings,
as well as partial lists. Since its release, this software has been really
successful and it is used for various applications.
ONBOARD
Recently, Uni_Link has developed a new HMI (Human Machine
Interface). This interface is between the machine and the operator,
providing to the latter all the informations in a very clear and intuitive
way. The many safety controls guarantee safety and reliability. The
OnBoard HMI is connected to an open post-processor that is
extremely easy to manage. It can be adapted to any machine, with the
cooperation of the machine constructor.
TAILOR MADE SOLUTIONS
Uni_Link is equipped with different features, which allow to provide for
any automation need. Depending on the request, is possible to create
infinite configurations. It can offer tailor made solutions as well.
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In the catalog, all data, descriptions and pictures of the products have an indicative / advertising value and in no
case they bind the manufacturer and the seller to what is represented. For marketing reasons, the products can
be reproduced or represented with non-standard configurations, different colors, or with optional equipment, not
updated, with special customizations or with different technical characteristics, even for constructional needs. The
manufacturer and the seller reserve the right to make any changes to the products. The commercial staff remains
available for any clarification on the matter.

